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ABOUT US
Adrian Core have been designing and
creating handmade, bespoke kitchens and
furniture since 1994. As kitchen and furniture
designers and makers, our emphasis is upon
creating solutions for clients homes and
businesses that are tailored to their individual
taste, requirements and lifestyle.
As well as fine craftsmanship, we are able
to offer intelligent bespoke, storage designs
for your home and commercial installations.
Our bespoke service offers you a freedom
of choice like never before meaning your
new kitchen, home or office solution can be

as tailored as you need. Using only the finest
materials, we pride ourselves on creating
unique home and business solutions that will
remain timelessly beautiful for generations
to come. Our reputation is not only built on
quality craftsmanship and service, but on
excellent build quality where only the finest
sustainable hardwoods are used. At Adrian
Core we’re here to help you all the way, that’s
why delivering and installing your finished
commission is all part of our service.
Design it, build it, install it with Adrian Core.

DESIGN IT, BUILD IT, INSTALL IT
WITH ADRIAN CORE
Layout
The kitchen triangle is one of the most important
considerations when it comes to designing your
kitchen, so getting professional advice on your
three key areas, along with looking at the best set
up for your family’s lifestyle is super important.
Planning your layout with sink, refreigeration and
heat source at the fore front of your mind is key
to avoiding probelms further down the line. Speak
to us for honest advice on the best layout for your
home and look at the many design possibilities
there are to choose from. We promise you’ll be
spoilt for choice !!

Textures

Splashbacks

Textures are so important when
it comes to a new kitchen design
helping to communicate design style,
temperature feel and tone whilst
helping to differentiate different
surfaces and objects. Worktop choices
including Minerva, Corian, wood,
stone, laminates and quartz are just
a selection of the options available to
you. When it comes to frontages, we
can offer handlaid veneers, spray paint
gloss detail and laminate finishes. Pop
into our showroom to discuss how
we can help with your ktichen design
and see some of the many choices
available to you.

Often one of the first design elements to
catch the eye, the 100% recycled splash
backs that we use in our bespoke ktichen
builds are the perfect accompaniment
to the latest colour trends and statement
walls. The high gloss and contemporary
finish, coupled with its steam and water
resistant capabilities make this an
easy choice for many home owners.
This attractive alternative to tiles offers
protection against splatters and stains
with a touch of style.

Lighting
Introduce lighting that compliments
the look and feel of your home, taking
advantage of exposed brickworks,
distressed woods and statement walls.
With a choice of lighting to compliment
all styles of kitchens, adding those
finishing touches that often become
the focal point of the room is a must.

Worktops
Making the right worktop choice based on best use,
look and durability is so important when it comes to
planning your kitchen. Working with both Corian and
Minerva, we’ll talk you through the best-suited options
and provide you with all the necessary aftercare
advice you could need. Delivering a luxurious finish,
these practical, solid worktops make kitchen aspirations
become a reality.

Handles
Adding handles that add texture to
your furnishings whilst complimenting
your design is just as important as
choosing your kitchen cupboard style,
helping to compliment your decor and
overall feel of the room.

SUSTAINABILITY
FROM THE

CORE
Working with sustainable
products is more than just about
planning and design, it’s a way of
life for us at Adrian Core.
Whilst we’re all working towards
a more sustainable environment,
we want to make sure we
support eco-friendly living as
much as possible.

Reduce Carbon Footprint
Refurbish, reuse and recycle is part of our
sustainability ethos at Adrian Core. All of our
materials are sustainabiliy sourced and we
heavily research our materials to ensure
they meet our sustainability criteria. All of
our timber is FSC certified and we strive to
maximise yield to minimise wastage and
impact on the environment.

Bespoke Cabinetry
Choosing your desired wood for your new kitchen is all
part of the service and what’s more, we can even give
you details about it’s journey and where it was sourced.
We can create bespoke cabinetry units to suit all
budgets and designs in a choice of colours, shapes and
sizes, so if you’ve seen something you like, let us know.

Packaging

Lighting

One of our primary focuses
when it comes to reducing
waste is to avoid any
unnecessary packaging and
where possible, we use biodegradable packaging for
our deliveries.

Requiring much less
wattage, our LED light
range is now unto 80%
more efficient and longer
lasting than the CFL or
Incandescent light bulbs
on the market.

Appliances
We encourage our
customers to shop
sustainably offering
support with the sourcing
of energy efficient kitchen
appliances, that deliver
the highest energy ratings.
Talk to us about our SMEG
appliance range and how
we can help source as part
of your kitchen project.

LESS IS MORE

In a county where location is often more important than square footage, getting smart with
your space is at the forefront of many consumers minds. The way we live is changing, so
adapting to live in smaller spaces with our around the clock lifestyles, means our homes
have to be this multi-functional hub, fit for all purposes. Compact living means thinking
outside the box and ensuring you’re making the most of your living space with clever
storage solutions, integrated audio and even sliding doors. As well as freeing up floor space
and maximising areas of your room, achieving smarter living can tidy our minds as well as
our living space.
Here are some examples of smarter living and how it could help you in your home.

Sliding door solutions

Perfect for multi-functional living space. Where we would
normally require 7ft of unobstructed space to open
and close, pocket doors simply disappear into the walls,
maximising available space.

Corner swing cabinets

Protect your cabinets from slamming doors, with the swift,
fluid movement of the corner swing unit. Reducing the need
for searching and stretching, this innovative storage solution
means your kitchen contents are never out of reach.

Flymoon sliding cabinet

Boasting a 20kg capacity, the flymoon is an ultra stylish
storage solution that provides clearer cabinet visibility and
easier accessibility.

Pull out cabinets

This integrated pull out unit boasts a half wine rack, half
storage unit design The unit pulls towards you, allowing you
to access its contents from both sides. Designed vertically,
rather than horizontally, these pull out storage units are a
fantastic solution for smaller kitchens.

Pull out storage

Suitable for both pull out larder units and conventional
base storage units, this easy to access pull out storage
unit means there’s no excuse for wasted cupboard space.
As well as offering organised pull out shelves, this design
eliminates the need to reach into the back of your cabinets.
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